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IMO Jeambrun SAS were approached by a systems integrator with
a customer wanting to manufacture a specialised food packaging
machine designed for dispensing yoghurt. The customer had a fixed
budget, which meant that the integrator needed to source products
at a highly competitive price, yet not compromising on quality or
functionality.
The end customer had previously specified 2 leading automation
manufacturer brands, however, due to costing issues, they needed
to find a more competitive solution, for which the integrator favoured
IMO products.
The yoghurt dispensing machine uses sensors, a foot switch,
miniature circuit breakers, AC isolator, power supply and a human
machine interface, and all IMO products were used to meet this
demand. Additional to these products, the integrator is currently
testing an IMO Variable Speed Drive for AC Motors for it’s suitability
for use in the machine, along with a brushless drive also to be
supplied by IMO Jeambrun.
The result is a fully functional rotary yoghurt dispensing machine
which meets the demands of the customers’ limited budget.

“

My customer needed to replace a number of specified
components in their food packaging machine prototype due
to very high costs and a limiting budget. After looking into the
various options for these components, I was happy to find
IMO products as they offer the quality that is needed, for a
price that is right. Installation was not difficult and the result
is a happy customer.
Testimonial, System Integrator

“

We are very happy with the outcome of this project. The
system integrator was able to provide a solution for us at
a price that suited our budget. Functionality is perfect, and
we are looking forward to converting the remaining products
from other manufacturers to IMO products, as soon as
testing has been completed.
Testimonial, End Customer
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